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About This Game

Defeat famous opponents in musical duels. Immense yourself in fantastic story of Frederic's endeavors. Catch all the Easter
Eggs and subtle parodies hidden in the background. Practice your skills until perfection and become the Master of the Piano.

The world of music is once again threatened. The art of soulful music, the kind that touches your heart, is in grave danger of
disappearance. The evil forces that you fought so bravely are back! And they are even more powerful and desperate. Once again

you'll need to step into Frederic Chopin's shoes and face opponents that have only one agenda - to enslave the musical world,
mass produce soulless artists with their same-sounding radio hits, and reap enormous profits, hindering any creativity in the

process.

- 10 challenging musical duels with some of the most renown pop stars
- 10 fantastic, catchy tracks, inspired by Frederic Chopin's composition and different music genres.

- Quirky story with tons of parody and twists
- Extremely easy to get to, but hard to master gameplay

- Hand-painted animated comic
- Achievements and leaderboards
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Oh my god I love this game! I would deffiantly recomend this game to all the girls. Only done one happy ending but that's all I
needed to make me happy. Get waited on you hand and foot with handsome men wanting nothing but you. This game will
awaken your inner romantic (or inner fanatic in my case).. Great sandbox game.. How can people get away with selling special
dlc's for a holiday at full price months after that holiday....what a rip off... This pack should no longer be available or half
price.... There's too many bugs that prevent the game from being fun at this point.

The following is based on my first playthrough

-The "Analysing Roads" Dialog gets stuck open; Persists for duration of gameplay session.

-There's no way to sell turrets (though it's almost unnecessary considering how little money
is required to beat the game though it'd be nice to clear unused turrets)

-Game is beatable with only Gun Turrets, other turrets seem redundant. Despite the unique effects that the turrets apply, the
enemy dies too easily and gun turrets are so cheap by comparison to make the other turrets viable.

-End Game can essentially be acheved before Wave 10 by placing max level Gun turrets at each
enemy spawn point. I had between 5-6 at each of the three spawn points, and that was way overkill.

-100 Waves is a bit extreme since you only fight the same 8 enemies each wave making the
game feel tedious after wave 10. Enemy numbers should increase per wave. Maybe implement an option to set wave count?

-Advancing waves quickly will cause a glitch where enemies turn invisible; Turrets within range will fire until despawned enemy
is deemed "Destroyed" by the game.

-Looking at a max level turret glitches the upgrade button, preventing me from upgrading the selected turret until the dialog box
is closed.

-Game tapped out after wave 70 and wouldn't allow me to advance to next wave. Probaby due to advancing waves too quickly.

-Pressing Exit in-game closes to desktop (I just wanted to return to main menu)

-No difficulty ramp despite session being 100 waves. The game should get more challenging with each wave propting the player
to place more turrets, upgrade turrets, use different turrets, and possibly even alter the layout and placement of turrets.

-Camera sometimes jumps to abitrary location when selecting turrets.

-Turrets can be knocked into one another while trying to place additional turrets (perhaps raise the turrets up a smidge to avoid
unwanted collisions?)

-Enemies sometimes spawn on top of one another and destroy themselves at spawn.

I'm going to say No for now, but I want to continue watching the development. The use of Google Maps to create a game
environment is impressive and I'd like to see where they go with it in the future. My first impression was disappointing, but I
have high hopes for the future.. Nice game, combat is a bit clunky but with mods it's a awesome game.. Nice gear\/costume
pack.
The FR-27 Sanction Flechette rifle is awesome!. First impression after 5 of 20 levels: versatile and challenging puzzle
platformer.

The illustrations look like they came out of a children's book, and there is usually an easy way to get to the exit, but to really
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beat the level, to collect the keys that you'll need 15 of to unlock the final door requires good platforming skills from level 2
onward. A very nice original mechanic early on is a red star that somehow charges your ability to float for a short while; the
charge is used up by using it, and you can't jump while it's active, so you need to figure out how to get to where you want to use
it, and you need to learn how to use it just enough so it'll last just long enough -- and if it doesn't, you usually fall out of the
screen and have to start over.

It's really fun to play, and if it isn't as long as some others, it isn't as expensive either. Recommended.
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Good Game :3. Honestly, the concept of the game is good and simple, and it has a lot of potential. That's why a lot more can be
added like a goal\/missions, etc., and it's sad that this game isn't receiving anymore updates. If that does happen, this game could
(and should) become much better than it is now.. Scared the crap out of me :). This game is so bad it makes good look bad.... It
looked to be OK with some comic-like art, it is OK i guess, (lunar sale 1/10 the $) but I think this was designed with a console
controller in mind. Movement is nyeuh using a keyboard. recommended only if you have some sort of twin-stick controller on
PC. I decided quickly to move on to a more robust character management game such as Dungeon Siege 1.
(which I also purchased during a holiday sale, like a dollar. just go play this instead.). Wow, they actually left this game
unfinished and cut their losses. It's not nearly as bad as most negative reviews state, but it is -pretty- bad. And, you know,
incomplete, meaning there's a bunch of unbalanced levels and an unsatisfactory ending.. There's always at least one jackass that
leaves a negative review of a game. I promise I'm not trying to be that jackass. I wanted to like this game. But... It's just not that
great. It's a great concept, but poorly executed.

The opening gives you motion sickness, as you're reading text while the background is flying by you at mach 3, and the
characters are drunkenly wobbling from side to side. (Maybe they have motion sickness too?) The controls for the flying\/action
part of the game are unintuitive and clunky. Now I understand that the controls are reminiscent of a classical 2d top down flyer,
where W moves you forward, no matter what direction you are facing, but I didnt have a chance to get used to the controls, as
even the first level on "Easy" has a billion particles flying at you, trying to kill you.

Speaking of getting used to the controls, once you DO die that first time, during the flying seuyqence, you have no recourse, but
to start the entire game over from the beginning, and go through all of your choices, and click through all of the dialogue.

If this game were still in early access, then of course I would be forgiving of this. But as a final product, I would say skip this
one for now.
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